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16.5” masonry saw with 
integrated dust control. 



iQMS362i is the next game changer for the construction industry. 
Its unmatched speed and accuracy, versatility in material cutting, 
portability, power management, and dust collection make the 
iQMS362i 16.5” dry-cut masonry saw with integrated dust control 
the ONLY choice for masonry and hardscape professionals.

16.5” DRY-CUT MASONRY SAW 
WITH INTEGRATED DUST CONTROL. 

This is NOT your Grandfather’s masonry saw. 

888-274-7744 

SAFETY
Integrated dust collection captures up 
to 99.5% of hazardous silica dust.

Meets the 2017 OSHA silica standard

Cut dry while protecting the health and 
safety of your workforce.

®

iQ POWER MANAGEMENT
Soft-start technology controls the input 
power ramp up for a smooth, uninterrupted 
operation. Overload Warning LED Indicator 
light signals feed pressure during operation.

MOBILITY
High-flotation tires allow one person to 
easily move over rough jobsite terrain 
making it ideal for any location, readily 
available power.

PERFORMANCE
Q-Drive Blade allows the iQMS362i to cut 
up to 40% faster than any competitor in 
its class. Speed, accuracy, and the ability 
to cut a wide range of masonry materials.

PORTABILITY
Easy to move and transport, ideal for 
any location, readily available power.

Integrated stand with a gas-shock 
powered lifting/lowering mechanism 
for high and low working positions

VERSATILITY
Cut brick, pavers, stone and veneer 
with unmatched precision.

Durable table can hold up 50 lbs

Operates using a standard 120v 
and 20 amps.
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   iQMS362i BLADES & ACCESSORIES

VACUUM SYSTEM
Dust is captured within the blade 
guard, rear dust guard, and downdraft 
louvered table via a high-powered,
 integrated vacuum system

3 STAGE CYCLONIC FILTRATION
Captures heavy debris, fine particles, 

and superfine particles. This allows for 
up to 99.5% dust capture from the cut.

DUST CONTAINMENT
Built with an integrated dust collection 
chamber that holds 40 pounds of dust.

16.5” | MASQX16-125-QD-KP 
COMBINATION BLADE

Concrete, Brick, Block, and Pavers

16.5” | MASQX16-125-QD-HM1 
HARD BRICK BLADE

Hard Brick and Pavers 

16.5” | MASQX16-125-QD-HM2 
HARD CONCRETE BLADE

Hard Concrete and Pavers 

16.5” | MASQX16-125-QD-HM3 
SUPER HARD MATERIAL BLADE

Extra hard Concrete, Stone, 
Granite, Brick, Pavers 

16.5” | PRCX16-090-QD-HM 
PORCELAIN AND STONE BLADE

Porcelain, Stone, and Granite 

16.5” | MASX16-118-QD-MX 
SUPER ABRASIVE MATERIAL BLADE

Extremely Hard  Materials 
with Abrasive Aggregates

iQMS362i

iQ3X-DB
DUST BLOCKERS

Prevents dust from escaping from the holes in cored brick. 
Securely hooks onto the rolling table and covers the holes in 
cored brick from both sides. 

0362-90094-01
SAW COVER

Protect saw from weather or while traveling. Includes 
Grommets to allow for securing down the saw while traveling. 
Designed to fit both the iQMS362 and iQTS244.

0244-25001-01 
DURABOND FILTER

Dust captured from each cut passes through a multi-stage 
filtration system that minimizes the wear on the saw’s filter. 
Each iQ Durabond filter has a lifespan of 1 year.
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®

A breakthrough innovation in the construction industry. 

SPECIFICATIONS
VOLTAGE:  120 V

TOTAL SYSTEM AMPERAGE:  20 A

SAW MOTOR AMPERAGE:  15 A

VAC MOTOR AMPERAGE:  5 A

SAW WEIGHT:  150 lb

BLADE SIZE:  16.5” Q- Drive Blade

FILTER TYPE: iQ Dura Bond Cartridge

CUTTING DEPTH:  5.5” H x 24” L

DUST CAPACITY:  40 lb

SAW DIMENSIONS:  32” W × 40” H x 43” L

RECOMMENDED EXTENSION CORD:  25 ft/12 ga or 50 ft/10 ga

RECOMMENDED  GENERATOR:  4500 Continuous Watts and above

• OSHA COMPLIANT
• STOP BREATHING SILICA

• REDUCE YOUR LIABILITY
• FINISH JOBS FASTER

• ELIMINATE WATER
• SAVE TIME AND MONEY

THIS IS NOT YOUR GRANDFATHER’S MASONRY SAW. 


